As the microfluidic technology advances, the design complexity of digital microfluidic biochips (DMFB) are expected to explode in the near future. One of the most critical challenges for DMFB design is the droplet routing problem, which schedules the movement of each droplet in a time-multiplexed manner. In this paper, we propose a fast routability-and performancedriven droplet router for DMFBs. The main contributions of our work are: (1) a global moving vector analysis for constructing preferred routing tracks to minimize the number of used unit cells; (2) an entropy-based equation to determine the routing order of droplets for better routability; (3) a routing compaction technique by dynamic programming to minimize the latest arrival time of droplets. Experimental results show that our algorithm achieves 100% routing completion for all test cases on three Benchmark Suites while the previous algorithms are not. In addition to routability, compared with the state-of-theart high-performance routing on the Benchmark Suite I [3], the experimental results still show that our algorithm performed better in runtime by 40%, reduced the latest arrival time by 21%, reduced the used unit cells by 10%. Furthermore, experiment results on Benchmark Suite II and III are also very promising. Based on the evaluation of three Benchmark Suites, our algorithm demonstrates the efficiency and robustness of handling complex droplet routing problem over the existing algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
As the advances in microfabrication and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), the microfluidic technology has gained much attention recently. Promising applications of this emerging technology include high-throughput DNA sequencing, immunoassays, environmental toxicity monitoring, and point-ofcare diagnosis of diseases. Microfluidics-based miniaturized devices, often referred to in the literature as biochips or lab-onchip [6] , are being increasingly used for laboratory procedures involving molecular biology.
The first generation of microfluidic biochips were based on manipulating continuous liquid flows using several micrometerscale components including channels, valves, actuators, sensors, pumps, and so on [7, 11] . Although they have been successfully applied to many biological applications, their lack of reconfigurability makes unsuitable for large scale systems. Recently, the second-generation (digital) microfluidic biochips, which are based on the manipulation of discrete microliter or nanoliter liquid particles (the droplets), have been proposed [9] . Such droplets are manipulated independently by the electrohydrodynamic forces generated by an electric field [2] . The field can be generated by an individually accessible electrode. This new generation is referred to as a digital microfluidic biochip (DMFB).
The basic cell of a DMFB consists of two parallel glass plates. The bottom plate contains a patterned array of individually controllable electrodes, and the top plate is coated with a continuous ground electrode. The droplets containing biochemical samples, and the filler medium, such as silicone oil, are sandwiched between the plates. By varying the electrical potential along a linear array of electrodes, droplets can be moved along this line of electrodes due to the principle of electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) [2, 8] . The basic operations (e.g., dilute, mix, etc.) can be performed anywhere in the 2D microfluidic array because each basic cell has the same architecture. Besides the 2D microfluidic array, there are on-chip reservoirs/dispensing ports and optical detectors. The dispensing port/reservoirs are responsible for droplet generation while the optical detectors are used for droplet detection. Electrodes are connected to control pins for electrical actuation. Therefore, by controlling voltage to each electrode in the bottom glass plate with control pins, we can control the moving direction of droplets.
One of the critical steps in DMFB physical design is the droplet routing problem [9] . The main challenge of droplet routing is to ensure the correctness of a bioassay; the fluidic property which avoids unexpected mixing among droplets needs to be satisfied. The dynamic reconfigurability inherent in DMFBs allows different droplet routes to share cells on the microfluidic array during different time intervals. Unlike traditional VLSI routing, in addition to routing path selection, the droplet routing problem needs to address the issue of scheduling droplets under the practical constraints imposed by the fluidic property and the timing restriction of the synthesis result [12, 13] .
In this paper, we propose a fast routability-and performancedriven droplet router for DMFBs. Different from the aforementioned works, our algorithm has the following distinguished features:
• A global moving vector analysis for constructing preferred routing tracks to minimize the number of used unit cells.
• An entropy-based equation to determine the routing order of droplets for better routability.
• A routing compaction technique by dynamic programming to minimize the latest arrival time of droplets.
Experimental results show that our algorithm achieves 100% routing completion for all test cases on three Benchmark Suites while the previous algorithms are not [1, 3, 14] . In addition to routability, compared with the state-of-the-art high-performance routing on the Benchmark Suite I [3] , [3] , the experimental results still show that our algorithm performed better in runtime by 40%, reduced the latest arrival time by 21%, reduced the used unit cells by 10%. Furthermore, experiment results on Benchmark Suite II and III are also very promising. Based on the evaluation of three Benchmark Suites, our algorithm demonstrates the efficiency and robustness of handling complex droplet routing problem over the existing algorithms. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents previous work and problem formulation of droplet routing problem. Section III gives the overall algorithm for DMFB routing. Experimental results are discussed in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
DROPLET ROUTING ON DMFBS
In this section, we first discuss the previous work on droplet routing for DMFBs. Then we present the problem formulation of the droplet routing problem.
Previous Work
Droplet routing is a critical step in DMFB physical design automation. Unlike traditional VLSI routing, in addition to routing path selection, the droplet routing problem needs to address the issue of scheduling droplets under the practical constraints imposed by the fluidic property and the timing restriction of the synthesis result. To tackle this problem, Böhringer proposed the prioritized A*-search algorithm to coordinate each droplet based on its priority [1] . However, it can only handle two-pin connections and the practical timing constraint is not considered due to the simple priority assignment. Griffith et al. proposed a pattern selection method that is based on the open shortest path first routing protocol [5] . Since droplet movement is only limited to the fixed layout patterns, this approach does not exploits the important benefits such as dynamic reconfigurability. Su et al. proposed a two-stage algorithm that adopts maze routing followed by random selection and scheduling for selected routing paths [10] . Yuh et al. also proposed a two-stage algorithm of global routing followed by detailed routing [14] . In global routing, it adopts network-flow-based global routing algorithm to route a set of non-interfering nets concurrently. In detailed routing, it applies negotiation-based routing scheme for simultaneous routing and scheduling. However, the network-flow formulation is significantly bottlenecked by the distribution of blockages. To conservatively guarantee the fluidic constraint, a channel with at least three cells is considered in the networkflow formulation. Hence, if the width of the channel between blockages is less than three cells (even though a droplet can pass it), the channel will not be utilized in the network-flow formulation, resulting in suboptimal solutions in terms of routability. In [3] , a novel high-performance routing algorithm is proposed for DMFB droplet routing, showing better routability than all previous works. However, the routing order arranged by the simple bypassibility analysis may be imprecise because it only considers the congestion around the target cells. In other words, the droplet with higher bypassibility may still suffer from either detours or deadlocks in the routing path. Furthermore, the routing compaction steps reroute each droplet in a greedy manner will increase computational complexity significantly.
Problem Formulation
There are two routing constraints in droplet routing: the fluidic constraint and the timing constraint. The fluidic constraint is used to avoid the unexpected mixtures between two droplets of different nets during their transportation and it can further be divided into the static and dynamic fluidic constraints [10] . Let
denote two independent droplets at time t. Then, the following constraints should be satisfied for any t during routing:
• Dynamic constraint:
The static fluidic constraint states that the minimum spacing between two droplets is one cell for any t during routing. The dynamic fluidic constraint states that the activated cell for d i cannot be adjacent to d j . The reason is there can be more than one activated neighboring cell for d j . Therefore, we may have an unexpected mixing between d i and d j .
Besides the fluidic constraint, there exists the timing constraint. The timing constraint specifies the maximum arrival time of a droplet from its source to target. For fast bioassay execution or better reliability, it is desirable to minimize the latest arrival time among all droplets. Furthermore, it is desirable to minimize the number of unit cells that are used during routing. Since a unit cell of a DMFB can be defective due to manufacturing or environmental issues, using a smaller number of unit cells for routing can be beneficial for robustness.
Since the problem can be abstracted as transporting each droplet from its source to target, we cast droplet routing into a graph search as done in VLSI routing. As resource sharing in a time-multiplexed fashion is allowed in a DMFB, we can model it as a 3-D graph where z-axis is for time, which enables one to optimize geometric paths and temporal schedules simultaneously.
Since we can sequentially route each 2D plane to form a complete droplet routing solution, we only show the problem formulation of one 2D plane. Other 2D planes can be handled similarly. The droplet routing problem on a 2D plane can be formulated as follows: 
ALGORITHM
In this section, we propose our droplet routing algorithm for DMFB design. The main steps of our algorithm are: (1) A global moving vector analysis for constructing preferred routing tracks to minimize the number of used unit cells; (2) an entropy-based equation to determine the routing order of droplets for better routability; (3) a routing compaction technique by dynamic programming to minimize the latest arrival time of droplets.
In constructing the preferred routing tracks, we first set a global routing direction for non-adjacent tracks on the microfluidic array, then update the original routing direction by analyzing each droplet's moving vector, which is discussed in Section 3.1. In section 3.2, we define the variant of entropy and the energy system of droplets to determine the routing order of droplets for better routability. In section 3.3, we propose a dynamic programming approach to compact the latest arrival time among all droplets, and delete the duplicate routing paths if they exist.
Preferred Routing Tracks Construction
The goal of droplet routing in a DMFB is to find an efficient schedule for each droplet from its source to target while both fluidic and timing constraint are satisfied. Furthermore, it is desirable to minimize the latest arrival time among all droplets and the number of unit cells used during routing for fault tolerance. However, with the increasing design complexities, there may exist substantial blockages in a DMFB that cause fatal routability problems. Moreover, as multiple droplets are routed in a time-multiplex manner, violations of fluidic constraint occur frequently, involving deadlock or detour overhead that increase the used unit cells. To remedy these deficiencies, we construct the preferred routing tracks in the microfluidic array to make droplets route on specific tracks orderly. Consider a 13 × 13 microfluidic array with 6 droplets in Figure 1 (a) . We first construct global routing tracks on non-adjacent rows and columns in the microfluidic array as shown in Figure 1 (b) , and the rest of the cells are left for detour routing. Then we analyze the moving vectors of each droplet and update the preferred routing direction of the routing tracks. The moving vectors of a droplet d i only exist on the cells in the global routing tracks within its bounding box BB di of source cell s di and target cell t di except for the blockages. If the cells inside BB di are in the horizontal global routing tracks where the x-coordinate of t di is greater or equal to (less than) it of s di , the moving vector will be → (←). On the contrary, if the cells inside BB di are in the vertical global routing tracks where the y-coordinate of t di is greater or equal to (less than) it of s di , the moving vector will be ↑ (↓).
If there are many moving vectors against the original global setting, we will change the direction of routing tracks. For example, in Figure 1 (b) , the global routing direction of the topmost row is initially set to be right, after analyzing the moving vector of each droplet, there are total 7 left moving vectors on row 1 contributed by droplet 1 (3 ←), droplet 3 (1 ←), and droplet 4 (3 ←). Thus, we change the preferred routing track of row 1 to be left as shown in Figure 1 (c) .
The intuition behind our preferred routing tracks construction is similar to traffic control, as each droplet can be regarded as a car. If most of the cars have common driving direction on the global routing track, we will assign the track to the preferred driving direction, which is beneficial to the traffic control (avoid the conflicts of fluidic constraints). If these cars did not drive on the preferred routing track, they can still drive the alternative shoulders adjacent to it or even the opposite direction of it, but they will be charged for additional costs (minimize the used unit cells).
We model the routing resource as a routing graph G = (V, E). A node in the routing graph represents a cell in the microfluidic array, whereas an edge denotes the connection between two adjacent cells. The droplet routing result R d i = {c ∈ V |c is the cell chosen for routing }. For the traffic control, we define the cost function of the droplet routing result R d i as follows:
where α, β, and γ are user-specified parameters. C legal , C illegal , and C shoulder are the cost of the cell that is along the preferred routing tracks, against the preferred routing tracks, and in the shoulders associated with d i , respectively. The goal is to make droplets route along the preferred routing tracks and find the minimum cost path. If there is a tie in terms of cost, we encourage it to share the path taken by the previous droplets to improve routability as well as fault tolerance.
Entropy-Based Equation for Routing Order
A key issue in the droplet routing problem is the determination of the droplet routing order. If droplets route in disorder, it will cause fatal routability problems, which increases the routing complexity. For example, if we adopt the bypassibility analysis [3] which only considers the congestion around the target cell to arrange the routing order. In Figure 2 (a), droplet 1 and 2 will route before droplet 3 due to the higher bypassibility, but they will block the routing path of droplet 3 completely. Moreover, in Figure 2 (b) , droplet 1 will be routed first for full bypassibility, but it will suffer from many concession detours contributed by droplet 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Thus, we should consider the congestion of routing region between source and target cells of droplets instead of target cell only. To solve this problem, we propose an entropy-based equation which considers the congestion of routing region globally to determine the routing order of droplets for better routability. In thermodynamics, entropy is a measure of the unavailability of a system's energy to do work. It is a measure of the randomness of molecules in a system and is central to the second law of thermodynamics and the fundamental thermodynamic relation, which deals with physical processes and whether they occur spontaneously. For a constant temperature, the variant in entropy can be defined in the following differential equation:
where dS is the variant of entropy, dQ is the amount of heat absorbed in an isothermal and reversible process in which the system goes from one state to another, and T is the absolute temperature at which the process is occurring. Inspired from the idea of entropy, we define the variant of entropy to measure the routability inside the routing region of each droplet in the following discrete formulation: where ∆BE di represents the variant of entropy of droplet d i and ∆Q di is the variant of energy inside the energy system ES di . Since the variant of entropy can be represented as the routability inside the routing region of a droplet, we can describe the entropy equation as follows using the notations in Table I . (4) where
The intuition behind the entropy-based equation can be described as follows. Since the variant of energy inside ES d i is proportional to the routability inside the routing region of d i , the blockages and the unrouted source cells inside its routing region will have detrimental effects on routability. Thus, we define E neg d i as the negative energy inside the ES d i that is the summation of the energy of sources and blockages. On the contrary, we attempt to route droplet d j first that have many target cells inside ES dj due to these target cells will become blockages if they are routed before d j . Thus, we define E pos d i as the positive energy inside the ES d i that is contributed by the energy of targets. To determine the routing order, we calculate the variant of entropy for each droplet, then the maximum one represents that it is less congested inside its routing region and has the highest routing priority. For example, in Figure 1 (d) , the variant of entropy of droplet 5 is 37/36 (ES d 5 = (36-((4+5)+(6))+(9+7))/36) which is the maximum one among the six droplets and should be routed first. After droplet 5 is routed, to avoid the computation overhead, we only need to incrementally update the ∆BE for those ES affected by droplet 5 using a priority queue.
We also implement the feature of routing concession control. Once a droplet is routed to its target cell, it will be frozen and become a 3 × 3 blockage till the experiment is finished. This phenomenon will cause lots of congestion regions and have detrimental effects on satisfying both fluidic and timing constraints. To increase the flexibility during routing, we will route the droplet to the available cells that are adjacent to its target cell (named A-cells) instead of its target cell for concession control. Thus, if a routed droplet d j located in its A-cell blocks the routing path of the droplet d i , we can move d j from its A-cell to the concessive cell while minimizing the routing cost δ · Cost(R dj ) where δ is user-defined constant to penalize the routing detour. The concessive cell is the available cell that is away from the congested region and it can be found by using maze searching. For example, droplet 5 will be routed to the concessive cell with a higher cost for droplet 2 to pass through the congested region in Figure 1 (e) . The details of deciding routing order of droplets by the entropy-based equation is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Routing Compaction by Dynamic Programming
Since all droplets are routed to A-cells sequentially in the order determined by the entropy-based equation (see Figure 1 (f) ), the latest arrival time may violate the timing constraint. Thus, it is desirable to perform routing compaction step that converts the routing paths from sequential to concurrent manner while minimizing the latest arrival time for fast bioassay execution and better reliability. The routing compaction algorithm proposed in [3] reroute all droplets in a greedy manner and the new routing paths may change dramatically due to the fluidic and timing constraints. Thus, the simply rerouting will incur runtime overhead and the greedy approach will cause routing detour that may result in suboptimal solutions. To remedy these deficiencies, we propose an efficient dynamic programming approach for fast routing compaction. There are at least two advantages by using this approach. First, the original routing paths can be preserved on the preferred routing tracks to minimize the routing detour and used cells for better bioassay reliability. Second, an efficient and robust routing scheduling for concurrent routing among droplets can be derived due to the elegant property of dynamic programming.
Since it is hard to directly apply the 2D routing paths to routing compaction, we encode each routing path into a corresponding 1D moving string by using four direction characters u, d, l, and r, where represent up, down, left, and right, respectively. For example, the routing path of droplet d 5 in Figure 1 (g) can be encoded into the moving string M S 1 = rrrrrrrlrld, and droplet d 4 can be encoded into another moving string M S 2 = lllddddddddd. After routing paths are encoded into corresponding moving strings, the routing compaction problem is transformed to minimize the length of the compacted string without violating any fluidic constraints.
To characterize the optimal substructure of the compacted string, we define C [i] [j] to be the compacted string length of using i prefixes of M S 1 and j prefixes of M S 2 . The optimal substructure of the routing compaction problem gives the following recursive formula:
Our routing compaction step by dynamic programming approach is shown in Algorithm 2. First, we encode the first routed path P 1 into a moving string M S 1 (line 1-2). Then we try to compact the other moving strings with M S 1 and use an array π to record the optimal compacted routing path. During the compaction, we should check the legality of the compacted string, that is, it should satisfy the fluidic constraints for each droplet. If it is legal to compact M S 1 and M S 2 , the optimal string length C [i] [j] will be the minimum length among
, which are stored in the table previously, plus the unit length. Otherwise, it will set to be infinite. For example, C[0] [10] represents moving d 4 for 10 cycles while d 5 stalls in the source cell. In this circumstance, it will violate the fluidic constraints and set to be infinite (line 3-15). As the routing concession, there may be some duplicate routing paths such as droplet d 5 that is back and forth twice in Figure  1 (g) . Thus, we delete the duplicate movements then route all droplets from A-cells to targets. Finally, we obtain the optimal 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented our droplet router in the C++ language on a 2-GHz 64-bit Linux machine with 8GB memory. As the experimental setting, we assign α = 1.0, β = 2.0, γ = 1.5, and δ = 2.0 as the default values of the cost function defined in section 3.1. We perform experiments to verify the efficiency and robustness of our algorithm on three benchmark suites, such as Benchmark Suite I, Benchmark Suite II, and Benchmark III. Benchmark Suite I is a set of 30 difficult test cases from [3] . Since Benchmark Suite I has only source cells on the boundary of the microfluidic array which is not common for existing bioassays, we create significantly 10 harder test cases to demonstrate the performance of our algorithm, which becomes Benchmark Suite II for evaluation. Benchmark Suite III consists of four widely used bioassays from [10, 14] . Table II shows the overall comparison results from the widely used prioritized A*-search [1] , network-flow-based algorithm [14] , and the high-performance routing algorithm [3] , and ours. The results of the competitors are from [3] . Overall, our algorithm achieves 100% routing completion for all test cases in Benchmark Suite I, while the previous prioritized A*-search, the network-flow-based algorithm, and the highperformance routing algorithm have completion rate for 26.7%, 40%, 90%, respectively. Since none of them can achieve 100% routing completion, the results reported in the state-of-the-art high-performance routing algorithm [3] are better than those in [1, 10, 14] , we shall compare our algorithm with that in [3] . For fair comparisons, we focus on the 27 test cases which are completely routed by both our algorithm and the high-performance routing algorithm as in Table III . In addition to 100% routing completion, Table III shows that our algorithm performed better in runtime by 40%, reduced the latest arrival time by 21%, reduced the used unit cells by 10%. We randomly generate 10 harder test cases with source cells distributed over the microfluidic array to demonstrate the performance of our algorithm, which becomes Benchmark Suite II. To prevent any trivially routable case, all test cases should Table VI compares the results from the network-flow-based algorithm [14] , the high-performance routing algorithm [3] , and our algorithm since only these algorithms can 100% routed for the four bioassays [10, 14] . For mixing operation of a bioassay, two input droplets must be modeled as three-pin nets. We handle the three-pin nets by decomposing them into two typical two-pin droplet routing cases. First, we route one with longer Manhattan distance between its source and target. Then, while routing the other one, we encourage it to share the preferred routing tracks of previous routed one to improve routability as well as fault tolerance. Overall, the results shows that our algorithm can achieve better timing result and fault tolerance with the best known results. Since these test cases are fairly small/easy, we did not report the runtime but all of them can complete in less than 1 second without any timing violation. Based on the evaluation of three Benchmark Suites, our algorithm demonstrates the efficiency and robustness of handling complex droplet routing problem over the existing algorithms.
CONCLUSION
Due to the recent advances in microfluidics, droplet routing problem is expected to be one of the critical steps in DMFB physical design automation. In this paper, we proposed a fast routability-and performance-driven droplet router for DMFBs. Experimental results demonstrated that our algorithm achieves 100% routing completion for all test cases in three Benchmark Suites while the previous algorithms are not. Furthermore, the experimental results shown that our algorithm can achieve better timing result (T la ) and fault tolerance (#T cell ) and faster runtime (CPU) with the best known results. Based on the evaluation of three Benchmark Suites, our algorithm demonstrated the efficiency and robustness of handling complex droplet routing problem over the existing algorithms. Future work lies the pin broadcasting approach for control pins reduction.
